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"Utopia is a place where everything is good; dystopia is a 
place where everything is bad; heterotopia is where things 
are different — that is, a collection whose members have 
few or no intelligible connections with one another."

-Walter Russell Mead

Heterotopia is a liminal space that’s grounded in the here 
and now and also accesses or embody some type of 
otherness or utopia, simultaneously physically and 
mentally.



Foucault’s 6 Principles of Heterotopias 
1. become established in all cultures but in diverse forms (especially as 

sites of ‘crisis’ or later ‘deviation’)
2. mutate and have specific operations at different points in history
3. juxtapose in a single space several incompatible spatial elements
4. encapsulate  spatio-temporal discontinuities or intensities
5. presuppose an ambivalent system of opening/closing, entry/ exit, 

distance/penetration
6. have a specific operation  in relation to other spaces as, for example, 

illusion or compensation



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFcxzoPbJis


Foucault’s 6 Principles of Heterotopias 
1. Two types that are most important:  the heterotopia of crisis (coming of age, pregnant) and later the 

heterotopia of deviation: addressing people that are different from accepted standards (i.e. prisons, asylums)

2. The function of a heterotopia is not necessarily fixed, but can evolve through the development and history of 

a certain culture. mutate and have specific operations at different points in history (i.e. museum, cemetary)

3. juxtapose in a single space several incompatible spatial elements (garden)

4. The heterotopia exists in, contains, or produces its own 'timezone'. It is 'connected to the borders of time'. A 

distinction is being made between the heterotopias of cumulative or endless time (e.g. the cemetery, the 

museum, the library) and the heterotopias of temporality (e.g. the marketplace, tourist villages).

5. Heterotopias need a system of entrances and exits, which borders and distinguishes it from its environment. 

This can be a physical system (gate, a bridge, a porch, a driveway) but it can also be non-physical in the form 

of a religious or hygienic ritual (e.g. washing feet before entering a mosk). 

6. Heterotopias have a certain function in relation to their environment, that can shift between creating an 

illusionary place (e.g. the brothel) or creating a place of compensation (e.g. the colony).



Heterotopia: NYC



How is Puberty Heterotopic?
- In a liminal state between child and teenager/adult/future state

- Viewpoint changes drastically i.e. how you view parents & the world

- In a state of crisis



VR & Topias
Fiction is more capable of describing true “utopias” & 
“dystopias” than the real world is at creating them.

-Dystopian real world (poverty, suffering, existential 
danger, individual shortcomings)

-VR Utopian world (all-power, no consequence, be 
anyone) 

=Heterotopia



Let’s Discuss:
Foucault defines several examples of “heterotopias,” including:

-Cemeteries

-Brothels

-Museums

-Ships

What features make these places Heterotopic?

Can you think of some Heterotopic spaces that exist in VR?


